• Two defining traits of Computers: 1. "Symbolic processor," acting upon abstract representations of information: Binary numbers, punched cards. 2. Actions deterministically specified by explicit procedures ('programs').
What do Computers do? 'Routine' Tasks
• A task can't be computerized unless we 'know the rules'
• That is, there is a well-specified procedure for accomplishing the task.
• For a large set of tasks, this is not a constraint:
• Clerical tasks: Sorting, filing, storing, copying, calculating • Control tasks: Monitoring, measuring, controlling
• Refer to these rules-based activities as 'Routine' tasks:
• Routine tasks are readily automated/computerized.
• Note: What is 'routine' for computers is not necessarily routine for people. Adding a column of 1,000 numbers is routine for computers-not people.
What don't Computers do? 'Non-Routine' Tasks
• But 'knowing the rules' not a trivial requirement.
• "We can know more than we can tell…" Michael Polanyi, The Tacit Dimension, 1966)
• Two broad sets of tasks where we don't 'know the rules': 1. 'Abstract' tasks: Demand problem-solving, creativity:
• Solving novel/unstructured problems.
• Developing and testing hypotheses.
• Exercising discretion, managing other people. 2. 'Manual' tasks: Requiring environmental or interpersonal adaptability:
• Driving a truck through city traffic.
• Conversing in spoken language.
• Serving a meal.
• Dusting a room. • Not a controversial claim… 2. Growth of low-education jobs using 'non-routine manual' skills (i.e., those not readily automated) -'Lousy jobs'
• Perhaps more novel… 
